ehen kha' en hie

phao, pham, po, pak

phatouma phathalykou

riphamouy

ghouang ca jambawi
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 caractère squirrel

 悰จอว turkey

 graf board

 ติ้ง ต่าง rabbit

 ติ้ง 哼 frog

 ติ้ง 哼 bell

 ติ้ง 哼 muscle
2

horns

crow
go up

bridge

gifts

sick

dig

axe
ภูมิม upt
ถ้วย umbrella
ก้ม crawl
คิด think
ก้น kneel
ครัว cook
กงง toad
ผู้ teacher
cow

snake

cow

money

trunk

tilt

sword

pretty

water dragon
python

on top

puzzled

arm wrestle

upside down

civet

grey hair

look up

lonely
bat
headache
novice
lead
capture
plate
lizard
carry on your back
sausage
jacket
lion
tiger
corn
a shot
pencil
girl
wash clothes
old
sit behind
elephant
collide
shovels
farmer
wipe
 yiū  
shoot

 yiū  
push

 yiū  
smile

 yiū  
broom

 yiū  
throw

 yiū  
lift

 yiū  
plane

 yiū  
difficult
look in a mirror
spider web
big
show teeth
lift
rob
busy, confused
big
grass
show teeth
chew
kick
eye
chair
table
weave
short
haircut
tree
tําซาย
bowl
wait
plow
wear a hat
peanut
ask
gloves
pour
telephone

road

television

flag

log

soldier
เป้า

- waterfall
- owl
- rice field
- sit
- sleep
- worship
- ninja
- water
young

cold

globe

mask

mouse

heavy

thorn

beard, mustache

pond
caterpillar
fly
ball
goat
ladle
pens
leaf
carry on the shoulder
fly
ball
goat
pens
carry on the shoulder

grow
book
climb up
sculpt

flute
fish
duck
door

บุก
grow

บุก
book

บุก
climb up

บุก
sculpt
map
cliff
cloth
bee
scream
cabbage
castle
spring onion
dream
school of fish
cloud
rain
cotton
wall
shore
cloud
cold
palm of the hand
fan
mountain
row, paddle
monk
raft
blade
chef, cook
cards
lightning
flashlight, torch
paint brush
fire
splatter
hurry
whip
dance
scissors

matched

maid up

matches

have fun

cat

dragon

put out a fire

hand
chili peppers
pig
pineapple
pan
bear
hat
docotor
hedgehog, porcupine
orange
step on
stretch
eraser
stand
medicine, pills
afraid
pick up, pinch
stop
bulldozer
talk together
swim
run
lick
tongue
talk together
car
swim
fall
屋顶
look back
奖章
yellow

nail
sleep
back
eagle
play
วัด
temple

ถือ
fan

แว่นตา
eyeglasses

ไว้
fast

ข่า

ไหว้พระ
worship

ท่าวม
sow

หวาน
sweet
hang
heart
yawn
ear
laugh
carry on a shoulder-pole
heart
cry
mushrooms
bath
exercise
lean
fat
baby
camel
carry
read
Rainbow
Love
Sing a song
Study
Hot
Strong
Angry
Rhinoceros
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